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for the network load. They compute values for packet delays under
different network access strategies. Lazar and Robertazzi [141 investiigate
flow control issues using a queueing model of two interconnected networks. Ben-Michael and Rom [6] study two Aloha networks connected
via a gateway. By assuming unbounded buffer capacities of gateways
they derive analytical formulas for throughput and queuehg delay.
Vamkukhipunth e t al. [16] analyze a special flow control policy which
constrains the amount of &c acceped by a local area network. They
consider the fiNte buffer space of the gateways and obtain blocking probabilities at the gateways. Heath [ l l ] simulates high speed local area networks and demonstrates the importance of performance decrease due to
finite buffer capacity stations. Cheng and Robertazzi 181 give an overview
of recent studies on performance analysis of intm~nnectednetworks.
In thl: paper we present analytical solutions for different network
configurations to demonstrate the effect of a t e buffers of gateways and
network access units on the performance of the network. The paper is
organized as follows: in section 2 we introduce a cbsification of
d i f f a " network configurations. For these configurations we develop
queueing models in section 3. In section 4 we present analytical solutions
for the queueing models. Numerical examples are given in section 5. We
demonstrate how the performance of the network is affected if certain
parameters are varied. Conclusions are given in section 6. The algorithm
we use to solve load dependent queueing networks with finite capacities
is explained in derail in the Appendix.

ABSTRACT
The performance of interconnected networks is highly
depenht on the performance of the gateways. Since the
finite storage capability of gateways effects the throughput it
has to be considered for the analysis of interwnnected networks. Different configurations of networks are studied: i)
Gateways and the channels of local area networks have no
buffer capacity constraints, ii) Only gateways have buffer
capacity constraints. iii) Only the channels of local area networks have buffer capacity constraints. iv) Both gateways
and the channels of the local area networks have buffer capacity constraints. An approximation method is introduced
which allows to compute the throughput for the above network configurations.Examples are given to demonstrate the
impacts of gateway buffer capacity on the performance of
the network Approximate results are compared and validated
by simulation.
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1. Introduction

2. System Description

The interconnection of heterogeneous local area networks is accomplished by dedicated processors, i.e. the gateways. attached to each network. The gateways are the inmface between the local and long haul
network. They peaform neceSSary protocol conversion, implement flow
control algorithms and route packets over the long haul network. Additionally, gateways act as a buffer between networks with different
transmission rates. Recent technological advances changed the paradigm
of slow long distance communication and (relatively) fast communication
in a local area network. The task of a gateway is more difficult when
communication has to be maintained between local area networks with
different transmission capabilities, e.g., "classical" ethernet type networks
exchanging data with high speed local area networks. On the other hand,
the imbalance of fast local transmission rates and slow long distance
tlansmission rates may be reversed, e.g., a metropolitan area network
backbone with a capacity exceeding by far the transmission rates of the
local area networks connected to the backbone. In the near future, several
communication systems from different generations will coexist. Intemetwork design has to consider the implications of different transmission
speeds of the network components. Otherwise. the system will suffer
from throughput decrease due to link congestion and packet loss caused
by overflow of the gateway buffers.
Few performance studies of gateways in interwnnected networks
have been done so far. Exley and Memkos [9,10] study two intemnnected broadcast networks by simulation and obtain stability conditions

We consider interconnected packet switching networks with several
local area networks connected by a long haul network. 'Ihe local area
networks are connected to a long haul network by gateways as shown in
Figure 1.

Figure 1. Interconnected Network.
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In the network there are two different types of communication:
i)

Communication between hosts of each local area network
(innanetwork t r m c ) .

Communication between hosts at different local a r a networks (internetwork tr@c).
I-Iostsin the same local area network communicate with each other
m g a shared broadcast channel. The channel is accessed by the hosts
via an inteaface, so-called network access unit (NAU). Based on communication protocols considered in this study only one packet is allowed
to be sent on the channel at a time. If a host wants to transmit a packet
to another host in the same local area network it forwards it to its NAU.
The ~ccessprotocol of the local area network decides which packet will
be transmitted on the channel next AU packets in NAU of the hosts can
be seen of waiting in a global queue for accessing the channel. Though
physicaUy still residing at the hosts (in the buffers of the NAU) these
packets belong logically to the broadcast channel. Once a packet obtains
access to the channel it is immediately transmitted to the destination host,
if source and destination hosts belong to the same local area network. If
they do not belong to the same local area network, the packet is put into
the NAU of the source local area netwak. The channel sends the packet
to the gateway of the source local area network. The gateway then
t”its
the packet to the gateway of the destination local area network
which forwards the packet to the according host through its broadcast
channel. The packet has to obtain access to the broadcast channel competing with inmetwork packets.
We investigate four different network configurations based on
buffer capacity constraints of channels and gateway buffers.
Configuration I: No Capacity Constraints
Gateways and channels are able to store an infinite number of
packets. Even though the infinite buffa capcity assumption is
unrealistic we take this configuration into consideration for the sake
of comparison with other configurations.
Configuration II. Gateways with Capacity Constrain&
If a gateway has a buffer capacity for stohg only a limited
number of packets for oansmission on the long haul network, it is
possible that the storage capacity will be exhausted. In this case no
more packets are allowed to be fanvarded to the gateway because
of the buffer overftow problem. All hosts wanting to transmit internetwork packets using this gateway have to wait until a space will
become available in the buffer of the gateway. 'Ibis type of situation occurs if the transmission rate of the local area networks is
much higher than the transmission rate of the internetwork. Highspeed local networks (HSLN) are a representative example where
the high speed of the local area network may cause buffer
overflows at the gateways. A low transmission rate for intemetwolk
traffic such as in packet switched satellite networks has the same
effect.
ConsBurpti0n III: Cbannek with Capacity Constraints
The 6nite buffex capacity of the channel may cause that each channel is congested. A gateway, for instance, cannot deliver a packet
to a host because the access to the channel is not possible due to
its congestion. The congestion of the channel can also effect the
hosts within each local area network transmitting packets to each
other. Heavily loaded local area networks are a representative
example for this type of configuration.
Confieuration Iv: Channels and Gateways with Capacity
Constraints
This cciuiguraton is a mixture of configurations II and III. In
addition to the performance decrease as in the two above cases, a
backlog of untransmitted messages can be observed in a network
with a high rate of internetwork transmissions. Suppose, a local
area network is congested and packets received by a gateway cmnot be forwarded locally. After some time the buffer capacity of
the gateway will be exhausted. As an effect, internetwork packets
Cannot be n?insmitted to that particular local area network. They
ii)
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have to remain in their local area network until a space will
become available in the congested destination local area network.
In this way the congestion may propagate from one local area
network to another local area network and may effect the entire
internetwork communication. Consequently, the performance of
each individual local area network will decrease. In the worst case
a deadlock situation may occur where no packets can be uansmitted at all.

3. Modeling
We develop queueing models for different configurations described
above. The model of the intexconnected network consists of M local area
networks denoted by LAN, for m = 1 M. Each LAN, contains a station for broadcast channel CH, and a fixed number R, of host stations
H, for r = 1....,R,. Each LAN, has a gateway station which is composed of an input queue CW,, and an output queue GWmpP as shown
in Figure 2.
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Figure 2. Queueing Model of a Gateway.
The detailed model of a local area network is given in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Queueing Model of a Local Area Network.
All host stations Hml.H,a . . , Hd, put their packets to the buffer of
the according channel CH, which represents the broadcast channel of
LAN,. From CH, the packets are routed to either one of the host stations Hml,Hma . , Hd, or to the according gateway GW,,,,, A station of type GW,, transmits all its output to CH,. Internetwork connections are established by routing from a station GW,,, to one or more
stations CWjh (I’ # m).
The complete model of the interconnected network has N total
number of stations where N is composed of:
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The l a d of the interconnected network is determined by the fixed

number of packets traversing the network at a time and is denoted by K.
In our model packets are routed with 6xed probabilities. The service time
of all stations is exponentially distributed. The scheduling discipline of
all stations is FCFS. All Stations CH,, CW,, and GW,,, may have a
finite buffer size denoted by E a , , BOW,, and Bow,,,. respectively. The
host stations are assumed to have no buffer constraints
(EHM= inf; m = 1.2,..,M ; r = 1,2,...R,). Buffer overflows are handed as follows:
A packet in any station is not allowed to leave if the destination
station is full, i.e. the number of pgckets in the destination station
is qual to its buffer capacity. In this case, the packet is blocked in
the current station until a packet in the destination station is

4.1. Configuration-I-NeM
Netwurks of C o & v "
I fulfill the requirements for a product
form network 151, Le., all stations have exponential service rimes,
scheduling is according to FCFS and all buffers are infinite. Hence,
analytical methods like mean value analysis, in shm form M V A [131,
can be applied. In the following we discuss (M approach which is based

on Trl.
For each IAN, (1 5 m 5 M ) we construct one flow-equivalent
composite station representing the stations H,,, H,z. . . . , H-., and
CH,. We refer to the flow-equivalent station for LAN, as station Lan,.
The load dependent service rates \ Q )
(for & = 1,2,..., K) of Lon,,,
are determined by analyzing the m-th bcal area network separately, i.e.,
we set the service times of all stations not belonging toLAN, equal to
zpro and compute the throughput values ha(&).
fur & = 12,.... K
using MVA Then, the values &,(A)
are assigned to the bad dependent Service rates of the flow-equivalent station k ( k ) . By this way a
reduced network is CoMtrUcted whexe the. stations belonging to LAN,,, are
replaced by the f l w ~ u i v a l e astation r*y, (I 5 m I; M). The reduced
network has the following structure (F@m5).

transmitted and a buEer becomes available.
The complete queueing model of the interconnected network has the
structure as given in Figure 4. For the sake of simplicity we give a model
with only M = 3 local a
m networks.

l.3

Figure 4. Queueing Model of the Intem~ectedNetwork.

Figure 5. R e d d Queueing Network.
The reduced network can be also analyzed by M V A [131. thus providing
exact results. Since all actual system have finite storage space the results
for coy5guration-l-netw& can be seen as best case estimations for the
in&gated networks. Ihe remaining configurations (11. III and IV) cannot be solved by MVA. Sice finite Mer capacity networks do not
sntisfy the conditions for product form networts we have to apply
approximate techniques. However. we will follow the major steps taken
in the above procedure. i.e.. aggregating the statiorys of each local area
network to a flow-equivalent station and then solving the r e d d network from Figm 5.

4. Performance Analysis

In this section we present analytical solutions providing throughput
values for interconnected networks. Since we are primarily interested in
studying the perfmance of interconnected local area networks due to
gateway buffer constraints we introduce an approach which allows a
separate analysis of inbanetwork and internetwork traflic. The analysis
of the suggested network conf~gurationswill be carried out in two steps.
Fm& we analyze the performance of each local area network independently. Second, we obtain the overall performance of the interconnected
network by analyzing the internetwork communication. This approach
does not only have the advantage of separating the analysis for different
types of trafEc, i.e. intra- and internetwork M c . but also reduces the
computational complexity of the analysis and allows us to analyze internmork traflic under different workload without re-doing the computations for the entire. n e t w e .
The queueing models of the collriguratons described in section 2
are dif'fexent due to buffer size resbictions of gateway and channel stations. The following restrictions apply:

4.2. Confipration-II-Netka
Here we assume that the buffex s i z of the gateways is limited
(Emmc;
Bow,, 5 K , for m = 1.2 M). A gateway does not accept

,....

packets if its buffer is full. Hence. packets which are ready fur transmission to a full station have to remain in the current station until a space
becomes available in the full destination Wer, thus keeping the server
of the current station idle. We refer IO this phenomenon as a Mocking
event. Since the gateway has one queue for iocoming traffic (GWm,a), as
well as for outgoing traflic (CW,,).
a N1 buffer in the gateway may
cause blocking at one or more remote gateways GWjp,, (j + m ) or at
the local channel CH,.
As for co&waion-f-netwurks we first aggregate the stations of
each local area network IAN,. i.e., H,,,H,z,. , H d m and CH,
(1 < m 5 M),to a flow-equivalent station Lon,. The construction of the

.

In the following we discuss the the solutions for each configuration.
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load dependent stations Lun, and of the reduced network is canid out
exactly as in configurufion I because the stations of each local area network obey the product form assumptions. However, in the network given
in Figure 5 blocking events may occur because of the finite capacity
buffers of the gateways. Since blocking c a m interdependenciesbetween
the stations MVA ca01yw be applied for perfamance analysis. ‘Iherefore
we use the algorithm introduced in the Appendix
Note that in coyigurufion-II-netwtnb only stations CH, (which
are included in the flowequivalent stations
in the reduced network)
and stations GW,,
may be blocked. Therefore. for configuration-IInetworks we have to add blocking delay phases to all gateway servers
CW,,
and all flowequivalent statim h,.A formal procedure for
delay phase construction is given in the Appendix. We show the result of
the phase construction for CW1, in Figure Q and for Lunl in Figure

As in previw cases we construct the flow equivalent stations
by analyzing the statim Hnl, Hm2,.
. . , Hdm and CH,
separately for each local area network LAN, (1 5 m 5 M).However, the
throughput analysis to obtain h ( k ) (for t = 12, K) cannot be done
with standard product form algorithms since the buffer capacities of the
stations CH, are finite. We apply the throughput method for closed
queueing networks with exponential service time distriiutions and finite
buffer capacities as described in [2]. With the throughput values we construct the flowequivalent s t a t i m Lun, with load dependent service rates

Lan,

....

b ( k ) (1 < in 5 M).

The flow equivalent station Lun, has a linite buffer capacity which
is equal to the buffer capacity of the channel CH, The reduced network
shown in Figure 5 is analyzed using the algorithm given in the A p p n d k
However. since only statim Lun, (1 5 m 5 M ) have finite buffer
W i t y the construction of the delay phases can be simplified. Blocking
delays occur only at gateway stations GW,
waiting for buffer space at
Lun,. All other stations do not have blocking delays. ’Ihe phase consmtion for station GWlh is given in Figure i’.

.
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Figure 6a. Phases of GW1,,

LAN,,,

in ConfigurationI .
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Figure 7. Phases of GWl, in Cotyigurutwn III.
GW,
has only one delay phase caused by blocking at CH,. Note that
GW,.
the SUCC~SSOT station of CH,, does not cause blocking at
since it has infinite buffer capacities. After constructing the delay
GW,
phases we apply the algorithm given in the Appendix and obtain the
throughput values.
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6
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1
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Configuration-IV-Networks
As mentioned before configurution IV is a mixture of
configurutionJI and configurution-III. However, deadlocks are possible in
this configuration.A deadlock is a circular wait of stations each having a
packet ready far transmission and wailing for available buffer in the destination stations. The network is analytically aactable only if it is
deadlock free. As p v e n in [12] a network with finite buffex capacities is
deadlock fnx if the sum of the buffer fapacities in each cycle of the net4.4.

GW3,1n

Figure 6b. Phases of Lunl in Configwarion I.
Applying the algorithm for load dependent queueing networks with finite
buffer capacities given in the Appendix provides us with throughput
values for the coyigurhn-II-networks.
43. Configuration-III-Nehvorks

work exceeds the total numbex of packets.
The flow equivalent station for each local ma network is consmted as described in section 4.3. Note that in this case possibly all stations in the network may cause blocking delays for a station. Applying
rules RI) and R2) from the Appendix we obtain the following phase
m e r for station Lun of Figure 5

If the buffer capacity of the broadcast channel in the local area network is finite, throughput degradation occurs for both inhanetwork and
internetwork traffic, i.e.. hosts cannot send packets to the local channel
and packets from remote local area networks cannot be delivered to the
hosts of the local ma network with the congested channel.

1
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GW1,out
GW1.ln

4
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GW2,out
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LAN3
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Figure 8. Phases of Lunl in Configuration N.
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After the construction of the delay phases for each station we apply the
algorithm given in the Appendix and compute the throughput values.

ConfigurationI
I

5. Numerical Ercamples
5.1. Example 1
The example network is a simplified model of the network in Figure. 4. Here, we considex an interconnection of two homogeneous local
area networks. Each local atta network has only three hosts connected to
it
!

..

.-

Fig&

ioa

._

-.

.

I.

~ L u g h p u i f wco&watioi

Figure 1Oa shows the values of the intemaffic lhroughput, i.e.. the
throughput seen by each of the gateway stations CWi, (for i = I, 2 and
j = in, our). under different network load Note that these results are
exact.
b) configuration I I :
We assume the buffer capacities of all gateway stations as:

for i = 1.2 and j = in,out

Em,, = 2

LAN,

LAN,

The analytical method of section 4.2 provides the following results (Figure lob).
h

Figure 9. Intemnnection of Two Local Area Networks.
The service time of the channel is set to l / h m= 1/3 ms. Note that
d
g to our discussion in section 2 the seMce time of the channel
includes the time spent in the network 8ccess unit. Assuming a packet
length of loo0 Eytelpucket the service time of the channel corresponds
to a network with a maximum mission rate of 3 MEitlsec. The
buffer capacity of the channel stations is assumed to be Em,=3. The ratio
of intmetwork trrrffic and intemetwork eaffic is set to 3:7 and shows
heavy internetwork activity. Intranetwork packets B T ~distributed equally
among the host stations. The seavice time of the gateway stations is
assumed to be 1 / h , , = 1 / h , , = 1 (for m = 1,2). The complete list
of parameten is summarized in Table 1 and Table 2.

I

Configuration/

0.6..

--

----

Confguration I/

0.6

(.Ii
0.2

j.

:S.

ii.

26.

25.

3i.K

F i p lob. Thrmghput for Configwarion 11.
Our approximate results (t) are. compared with the results of
configuration I. It can be observed that the difference between the results
of configuration I and configuration II increases if the load of the network increaseS. This is explained by the increased occurrence of blocking
events for networks under heavy load.
c) Confrgwation III :
The buffer capacity constraints far the channel Starions are now
assumed:

m = 1.2

Ea,= 2

Table 1. Service Times.

for i = 1 . 2

The results are plotted in Figure 1Oc.
h

;:;I

Table 2. Transition probabilities.
w e now plesent examples of different parameter configurations and
dunohstrate how constraint3 on the buffer capacity of the. stations may
decrease the performance of the network.
a) Configwation I :
According to the algorithm described in section 4.1 we obtain
results given in Figure 100.

I

5.

11.

15.

i?.

is.

Figure 1Oc. Throughput for Configuration I l l .
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The mults for conjiguration Ill an almost identical to results for
configuration I. Thus. the decrease of peaformanix due to blocking events
occuning at the channel Station is negligible. For the chosen set of
parameters the finite m
e
r capacity of the channel sfation does not
influence the alobel pehimmce.

Transition probabilities are given by:

a) Co$gwationIV:

We choose the same buffer capacity constraints we had for the previous cal6gurations:
= 2

Thc d t s an ploned in F
0.71

Table 4. Transition Probabilities.

f a i = 1.2 and j = in,oui

Ba,= 2

W 1Od.

/

The network described above is analyzed acoording to the algorithm
given for c o n f i g u r a t i o n - N - n e t . Throughput results at given in Figure lla. The dashed line shows throughput v a l w of the corresponding

I

Configuration I

i

configuration-I-netwok
configurationIV

h
0.351
0.3..
0.25
0.2-

I
2.

i.

6.

0.

10.

12.’

0.15-

Figure 1Od. Throughput for Configwarion N.
Note that due to the deadlock freedom propeay performance measures
can only be computed up to a maximum load of K = 11. It is obvious
that the given cmfigmtion is not &ve
to buffer constraints of the
channel stations in lccal area networks. However, if finite buffers of the
@way slations an Mnsidered as in configurhn I1 and N we observe
that the o v d paformance is affected significantly. The performance
d i ! T e m for confrsur~~on-llllV-and conjCgrvorionl/lll-nehvorks is
illusmted in Figure 1Oe.
I.

0.1..

L
Configuration IV

5.
lb.
li.
2s.
zj,
Figure 1 la Throughput of the Basic Model.

b) Modification 1 :
Now assume that LAN1 is improved in such a way that the maximum transmission rate is.-ni

configuration I / 111

kHl

/

0.2

I

0.3..

5.
lb.
15.
20.
25.
figure ioe. summary for Excm?ple 1.

30.

0.25-

K

1

0.2-

0 .1 5 -

5.2. E.llllple2
a) BpricModel:
lkee local area networks are c ~ ~ e c t to
e deach other via gateways
(Figure 4). The number of hosts in each local area network is set to ten.
Including the channel and the gateway slations the entire queueing network h a N = 39 stations. Our goal for this example is. starting €” a
set of parameters, to show how the performance of the network changes
if cu?ain parameters an changed. We will vary the parameters of the stations of one particular local area network (LAN1).The parameters for the
mark are given in Table 3.

1-1

= 40 Ins-‘

All other parameters remain unchanged. It can be observed in Figure 116
that the total throughput of the network remains also unchanged.

Configuration /I/W

0.6

!(

0.10.05.-

5.

10.

15.

20.

25.

Figure llb. Throughput of Modfiation I and the Baric Model.
In the following we investigate which parameters of LANl have to be
changed in order to achieve a better performance.
c) Modification 2 :
In addition to the faster channel fmn Modifrcafion 1 we increase
the service rate of the gateway belonging to MI:
M o d i f i h n 2 a : *lI.=h,c
= 2 Ins-1

1/3 ms

Mam’on26:

hlP
=hl,
=m

Ins-l

Clearly, the thioughput values can be improved as demonstrated in Figure

llc.

Table 3. Buffer Sizes and Service Times.
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Different curves cannot be distinguished Thus. we conclude for example
2 if the transniission rate of the channel of a Iccal area network (assuming the. parameters given above) is imeased without changing other devices of the network, the inmetwork throughput can be improved by
increasing the seMce rate of the gateway connected to it. An increase of
the gateway buffer size does nu have a similar effect. However. in Figure l l c we see that the improvements achieved by speeding up the gate-

Modrlication 2a
M o d i f i c a h 26

0.350.3..
0.25-

Basic Model

0.2-

way is limited.

0.150.:-

6. Conclusions
This study investigated the perfamance d e g ”
of interconnected computer networks due to finite storage space of the involved mtions. We suggested a classification of inteawnnected networks,
developed queueing network models and proposed canp~ationala l p
r i b s which give analytical solutionS for each class of networks. Numerical examples demonstrated the perfarmance dif€emces of the different
classes of networks. Due to the topology of interconnected local area networks the perfamance of inmetwork eaffic WBO shown to be sensitive
to variations of the parameters of gateway srations. An improvement of
the transmission rate in a local area w o r k was ineffective for intemetwork communication unless the parameters of the gateway stations were
improved at the same time.

S.C5K

d) Mdifrccation 3 :
Another way to improve the perfamance starting from
Modifrccarion 1 is to increase the buffer space of the gateway connected to
LANI.We assume:
for j = in.out

BcwlJ= 5

Other parameters are as given in Modajkurion 1. Figure l l d plots the
throughput values of Modifrccation 3 and canpares them with those from
Mdifrccation 2.

Appendix :Throughput Analysis of Load Dependent Queueing

h

Networks with Finite Buffer Capadties

-

Modification 2a / b

Model Assumptions:

0.q

We consider closed queueing networks with N stations and K W
packets. The seMce time at station i is exponentially distributed with
load dependent mean valucs llk(k) (for i = 1,.... N and k = 1,..., K).
The scheduling discipline at each station is assumed to be MSFS. Each
station has a fixed finite Mer capacity Bi when
Bi = (queue capacity + l), (for i = 1,..., N ). Any station whose
buffer capacity exceeds the total number of packets in the network can be
considered to have Wte capacity (Bi =
for some
i = 1 , 2 , ..,N). A packet which is serviced by the i-th station proceeds
to the j-th station with probability p i j , (for i , j = 1 ,...,N). if the j-th station is not full. That is. if the number of packets in the j-th station. kj, is
less or equal to B j . Othenvise, the packet is blocked in the i-th station
until a packet in the j-th station has canpleted its servicing and a place
becomes available.

0.05

:c.

15.

25.

22.

Figure lld. “ughput of ModifrcoriOn 2 d b and Modification 3.
It can be seen that an increase of the gateway buffer size as in
Modifrccation 3 does not improve the performance as the reduced service
time of the gateway (Modification 2). This can be verified by a combination of Modifrccahbn 2 and 3 as given in Mod#ccation 4.

Algorithm :

e) Modifrccation4 :
We assume the same parameters as in Mdifrccarion 1 except
h,,
=b

= U)mp-’

for j = in.out

BowlJ = 5
P

l ,

The basic idea of the solution algorithm is to replace the finite
capacity queueing network, from now on denoted as Q,, by an infinite
capacity queueing network. denoted as r. In substituting Q, by r we
have to take the blocking events into account which occur between the
stations in 0, i.e., a packet being served in a station cannot leave the
server of this station because the destinadon station is full. To consider
the blocking events we modify the service mechanism of a station such
that all delays a packet might undergo due to blocking events in 0 can
be represented. Therefore. corresponding delay phases caused by blocking events are appended to the service unit of each station. The frame of
the algorithm consists of three steps:
a) Construction of delay phases for each station
b) Computation of service times and branching probabilities for
P k
c) Solution of the Network r

i l l c plots the throughput values for Modijcrrrion 2ca as well as for

Modifidon 4.
h
0.350.3.

Modification 2a
0.25-

0.20.150.1

a)
5’.

10.

15.

20.

Construction of deby pbasea for ea& station
Let i be a m i o n of @. For each possible blocking delay caused by

....

amthexstationj i n @ ( f o r i j = 1, N ; i #j)weaddaservicephave
to station i . The connection betweea the added phases and the original
m of station i is the same as the transitions between stations in 0.

2i.

Figure 1le, ”ugbput of Mo&ficahbn 2u and Mdifrcution 4.
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approximate the Mocking probability by the steady state probability
P,(kj = Ej+l) of the finite capacity station having its buffer increased by
one. The formula for the probability of a finite [M/M/l/Ej+l] station is
computed by:

We have to consider that blocking delays may not only be caused
by a station's immediate succe5sors but also by stations which occur in
each cycle of the network where a particular station is represented. Let i
be arbirrary station in the network. Ci ( l ) the 1 -th cycle of stations that
8tBM and ends at statim i is defined by:
CiU) = ( i , jl,, jl,,

...., i )

where jl, is the q-th station in cycle 1 of station i. Now let us consider
one of these cycles, ( i , ill,j l ,,.... i ) . For instance, assume that there are
ki packets at station i and the number of packets in the network be such
that station j l , through jl, can be full at the same time. In this case, a
packet upon service completion at station i may find station j l , full,
bbcking station i 's wex.Now the question is when this blocked packet
will depart 6wn station i . If upon service completion at station j l , a
packet choases to go to station j l , which is not full, then the packet at

with

pi

-1

"r

<

x.
I

Computation of Service Times and Branching Probabilities for
Pbases
After the construction of phases we need to determine the parame
ters such as branching probabilities and service times of the phases.
Since a blocked packet cannot leave a station until space becomes
available in the full destination station the time a packet is blocked is
qual to the mean remaining service time of the station which causes the
blocking. Because of exponential service time distribution the mean
mnaining service time of a station is niven by the mean service time [l].
Thatfore, the blocking delay for a load dependent station i caused by
station j is determined by l / p j ( E j ) , the mean service time of station j
having a load of E j packets.
aij denotes the probability that a packet after a service or blocking
delay in phase i enters the phase representing station j . The value of aij
is computed by:

...,N

for

j = 1,...,N

(A.4)

Solution of the Network r
Now, we are able to compute the throughput of r with the following iteration:
Initially we set all branching probabilities nij between service and
delay phases of each station to zero and, hence, eliminate a l l delay
phases. The network r has then the same structure as the network 0
except the stations' buffer capacities are now iniinite. Since all stations
have exponentially distributed senrice times with mean value l/pi(k) we
obtain the throughput L@) by applying a product form algorithm such as
mean value analysis [41]. The throughput hj of each station j is determined by:

b)

i , j = 1,

1-Pj(kj=Ej+l)

c)

r=l

for

(A.3)

In other words, the effective arrival rate hi is the portion of all
arrivals which are not rejected t!ecause of a full buffer. Equations (A.2)
and (A.4) are used as fixpoint iteration to compute the values for
Pj(k, = E j + I) for j = 1.2,...,N. With the P j ( k j = E j + 1) values the
probabilities %j of equation (A.1) can be determined.

E.,',then the stations (if ,jlq+,,...., i ) of

- Pickj = E j + 1)

....N , k = l ,...,K

xj

C i ( l ) are not considered in the phase construction for this
cycle. In other words, if the sum of station buffer capacities
in G(l)exceeds the total number of packets then the last
station of Q ( 1 ) and all its suc~esso~s
in C i ( l ) are not taken
into account in the phase construction for station i for that
cycle.

aij = pij

for j = 1 ,

where
is the anival rate to station j. Since arrivals to station j are
rejected once the buffer capacity of the station is exhausted
( k j = E j + 1 ) we may express
in terms of the effective arrival rate
hj as follows:

RI) If two oc more cycles are identical up to a certain element
then the elements prior to that element are represented only
once in the phase construction.
R2) If Q ( l ) = ( i , j l l , j l ,,....,jl,) is a path in cycle C i ( l ) starting
from station i with
< K

xj
(k1
Fj

Starion j l , will depart and at the same time another packet at station i
will pin station j l , unblocking server of the station i . However, if a
packet at station j l , gets blocked because its destination is full then the
blocked packet at station i cannot d
e
w Hence, in the worst case a
packet at station i will wait for service completions at stations j l ,,.....jl,
before leaving station i .
In constructing the phases the following rules must be obeyed [31:

%B.

=

h.I --

a@).e1

....

for j = 1, N
(A.3
where ej is the mean number of visits that a packet makes to node j and
is given by:
N

ej =

I; ei *Pi/
i-1

...,N

for j = 1,

(A.6)

With the throughput values we compute the fixpoint iteration of equations
(A.2) and (A.4) to obtain Pj(kj = E l + 1) for j = 1.2 ,...,N . The values
for Pj(Ej + 1) are then used to determine the branching probabilities aij
from equation (A.1).
Now. for each multi-phase station j of network r we determine the
total mean-service times cj(k), the variance Gj2(k) and the coefficient of
variation cj(k). Since. the time a packet spends in senrice phase and each
blocking phase of a station are determined by independent random variables with exponential distribution functions, the total time a packet
spends in the multi-phase server is itself given by an exponential random
variable. The following equations show how to compute c j ( k ) . Gj2(k)
and <(k).

(AI)

wbae pij is the transition probability of the on@
network and
P,(kj = E j + 1) are blocking probgbilities computed by an iteration
wluch will be discussed next.
For calculation of the probabilities Pj(kj = E j + 1) we assume that
a h station behaves like an isolated station with exponential service
time, Poisson arrivals and finite buffex, known as [MIMIlIN] station. In
the amsidered blocking protocol a blocked packet has already been processed at the station it resides at. Thus, the blocked packet belongs logically to the full destination station occupying the (E,+l)th position in the
destination station j which has a buffex capacity of E,. Hence, we may

121 I

<(k> =

m.&(k)
for j = 1 ,

...,N

(A.9)

a n d k = l , ...,K

with

Proh =

n

uan#*+l

(A.lO)

n=O

with S o = j . s, = 1 and C j . SI,s2...,
1 > a path of phases in the
multi-phase server of station i .
Having calculated the mean value and the coefficient of variation
of the service times of all stations we apply the algorithm for queueing
networks with general s
e
M
e times and load dependent servers 141 and
obtain the throughput value kc").An iteration test is carried out:

,

i k(fl)- kW-1) I C

(A. 11)

for n as the numbex of iterations. If the difference between consecutive
thmughput values is greatex than a threshold value (e.g., E = 10-4) we
continue with the next itemlion. Otherwise, the iteration terminates and
the final throughput values are obtained.
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